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There are two kinds of travelers: those
who have been to Rome and know it
thoroughly, and those who have not

been and never will go to Rome.
-Thornton Wilder, American

Novelist/Theatre Author. rules-about-
rome-i-grew-up-1. 16 Short, sharp and
concise. Every day, in the middle of the
afternoon, I would walk from the. Rome

has been destroyed many times. Yet
when the world thinks of Italy, Rome is

always there, and Rome remains
unspoiled, ‘the eternal Rome.’ -“The

Greatest Book on Rome,” Theodore G.
Worth. movie-trafforid-
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rometradeshock-3. Rome is the eternal
city, eternal from a quick, superficial

glance at her elegant palazzi and
museums and gardens. But a glimpse
of Rome is all that is needed for the
serious student of Art to know, to

understand and accept the classical
spirit that has shaped the world for

hundreds of years. -Edgar Degas. rules-
about-rome-the-roman-people-1. 8

However vivid the picture we have of
Rome must always be set against the
immovable background of the eternal
city.11 a versatile genius-shows-a-.

Rome is a city that has withstood the
ebb and flow of history. With her

unrivaled art treasures and unique
Roman ambiance, she has become a
classic within her own right. -Claudia

Zimbardi. rules-about-rome-the-roman-
people-2. 8 It was said of the Romans
that the said of the they are very good
for their friend but if they get a chance
to harm a. Rome, when you arrive on it,

is the very center of the world - the
world’s masterpiece - at which all
standards of civilization converge.
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One’s feelings for Rome depend on the
point of view he takes. -Helen Keller.

rules-about-rome-the-roman-people-8.
8 No one can look upon the Eternal City
without a certain feeling of elevation. i
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